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Hey there!
Thank you for downloading our eBook, Lead Generation Fraud 101: The Complete Beginner ?s
Guide. This introductory guide will help walk marketers and advertisers through the complex
(and always evolving) world of performance-based marketing ad fraud. In the following chapters,
you?ll find topics ranging from:
-

What Is Lead Generation Fraud
How It Harms Your Bottom Line
Steps to Protect Your Brand

Leads are generated through a variety of different techniques, and those methods aren't
immune to ad fraud. Being proactive against fraud will not only protect your clients, but by
improving the quality of your leads, you'll help grow your business and bottom line.
Thanks for reading,
Rich Kahn, CEO and Co-Founder, Anura.io

Rich Kah n is the Co-Founder and CEO of Anura.io, an ad fraud solution that
monitors traffic to identify real users versus bots, malware, and human fraud.
Anura is the culmination of more than a decade of fraud detection efforts within
digital marketing firm eZanga.com, which Rich also co-founded and owns.
Previously, Rich held management roles at Verizon Wireless and Bloomberg,
before starting his own internet service provider, First Street Corporation. He
co-founded Paid for Surf, an advertising software company, and was the COO of
the pay per click advertising network AdOrigin. Rich is considered an industry
expert, having over 25 years of global experience with technology, digital
advertising, ad fraud management, and elimination.
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TA BLE O F CO N TEN TS
1. Forward
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3. Methods That Are Affected
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W H AT IS LEA D GEN ERATIO N FRA U D
Lead generation is the process of attracting and converting strangers and prospects into
someone who has indicated interest in your company's product or service.* Following the cost
per lead (CPL) model, businesses who generate leads are paid for every actionable click or lead
generated. This makes lead generation appealing for bad actors looking to cash in.
If you work in the digital marketing space, you probably use lead generation forms as part of
your marketing strategies. Usually found on landing pages, pop-ups, and other web page assets,
lead generation forms let you collect information about potential customers by offering
something valuable in exchange for personal data.

Although these techniques are intended to gather qualified potential customers, they're also
vulnerable to ad fraud. And for companies who are in the business of gathering and delivering
qualified leads to their customers, ad fraud can have negative consequences. It only takes one
unsolicited message to derail your company.
* HubSpot Definition.
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M ETH O D S TH AT A RE A FFECTED
Leads can be generated through a variety of techniques including landing pages and lead lists.
Here's how each are affected by ad fraud.

LANDING PAGES
Landing pages are a popular method of lead generation. They come in a few different forms,
including:
Su bscr ipt ion s. These forms don't require a lot of information, typically just an email and name.
Here, a scammer can submit real user information that was scraped. Then when a business
sends the contact information, it's technically unsolicited, breaking TCPA rules.
Qu ot es. Insurance companies like this type of landing page. Computing a quote requires users
to fill in detailed information. Here, a fake user could populate the fields with fake or stolen
information, putting your insurance company at risk. CPL is a type of ad fraud that is committed
by both malicious bots and human fraud farms. Scammers falsely generate leads that will never
convert.
Call Back s. This type of form typically requires more detailed information. Although these forms
tend to result in fewer leads, they're higher quality leads. Without a fraud solution, scammers
can easily enter bogus information diminishing the quality of leads, plus leave you open to TCPA
compliance violations.

LEAD LISTS
Some businesses will cut corners by purchasing a lead list (or email list) from a third party. In
theory, you?re being more efficient and saving time. But in reality, you?re opening the door to
fraud. If you unknowingly purchase a fraudulent lead list, you could end up like the Resort
Marketing Group, where a cruise line had to settle a million dollar plus lawsuit.
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H O W IT H A RM S YO U R BO TTO M LIN E
On average, 25% of leads are fraudulent. By contacting unvetted leads, you're putting your
business at risk. Here are some ways that fraudulent leads can hurt your brand.

WASTES M ARKETING DOLLARS
Using lead lists and landing pages that are riddled with fraud makes it harder to reach real users,
the ones more likely to buy your product. Fraudulent leads don't convert. They'll leave you
spinning your wheels, wasting your time and money.

TARNISHES BRAND REPUTATION
Clients calling fake leads will upset the consumer wondering how they got their information,
which could harm your brand reputation.

Let's say you work for a banking company that uses online form fills to generate leads. Steve
submits an online application for a credit card. Since his information seems legitimate, you call
him. But when he answers, he says he never filled out a card application or visited your website.
Naturally Steve is angry and further complicating matters... you just broke TCPA compliance.
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VIOLATES TCPA COM PLIANCE
Not only do fake leads not convert, but they raise the risk of violating TCPA compliance, which
brings hefty fines. When you contact someone who hasn't opted in, you're violating TCPA
compliance rules. TCPA requires advertisers to get explicit prior consent before contacting
consumers.
Like the previous example, Steve didn't consent to the phone call. If he files a complaint, your
business could face a hefty monetary fine.

Now this is just one incident. Imagine this happening over and over as scammers submit
multiple fraudulent leads through your online forms. TCPA violations could quickly add up and
even possibly escalate into a class action lawsuit. And you could also face brand safety issues if
news of privacy violations hit mainstream conversations.

IT HURTS YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Even if you manage to dodge TCPA fines, ad fraud still hurts your bottom line. From purchasing
bogus lists to paying for manpower, it all adds up. It's frustrating because you need lead
generation to grow your business, but then fraud comes along and snatches the proverbial
carpet out from under you along with your revenue. It only takes one unsolicited message to
spark a TCPA firestorm, brand safety concern, or wasted marketing spend.
So, what's the solution?
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STEPS TO PRO TECT YO U R BRA N D
You can't eradicate ad fraud; however, you can mitigate the problem. Employ safe lead
generation methods like using the honey pot technique, CAPTCHA forms, and an ad fraud
solution.

HONEY POT TECHNIQUE
A tried-and-true trick used to identify bot submissions. Setting up a "honeypot" field on your
forms is relatively simple. Within your site's source code, create an invisible form field using CSS.
Human users won't know it's there, but bots will. If some of your submissions have the hidden
field filled out, then that means bots were there.

CAPTCHA FORM S
CAPTCHA puzzles are designed to prevent bots from completing certain actions like submitting
forms, posting comments, and making monetary transactions. CAPTCHA's feature a visually
distorted word (sometimes with numbers) in a box.
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Hypothetically, only humans can decipher what the word says, and then type the subsequent
word into a field. Once the word is entered correctly, the user can continue. If not, then the
individual is blocked.
Also if you?re buying traffic, ask your sources if they use a traffic filtration or validation system. If
they don?t, consider working with providers that do.

KEEP YOUR EM AIL LISTS CLEAN
Real email addresses are compromised every day by bad actors. Let?s say you?re using a
subscription sign-up form on your website to build your email database. It?s a great way to
grow your mailing list, but it?s also susceptible to bot attacks.
To stop bots and bad actors, you can embed a trackable code provided by an ad fraud
solution into the web element. The code records each visiting user ?s basic information, like
IP address, browser type, and geographic location. Then that data is passed to the fraud
solution which analyzes in real-time if the user is valid (or not).
Regularly cleaning your mailing lists with an ad fraud solution will give you better
campaign protection than regular email verification services.

AVOID PURCHASING SKETCHY LEAD LISTS
Unless you're 100% sure the names and contact information are vetted, you're putting your
business at risk for TCPA compliance violations.

USE AN AD FRAUD SOLUTION
Lead generation plays an important factor in growing a business. Selling fraudulent leads to clients
can quickly derail that growth.

Consider screening traffic through an ad fraud detection solution that focuses on the user, not
vanity metrics. By validating the user, you can trust that the lead is real, ensuring there's no
chance you'll be dealing with fake leads or scraped contact information.
As the quality of your leads improve, so will client confidence and your ROI, enabling you to not
only mitigate ad fraud but grow your company.
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CLO SIN G

CLOSING

Dear Reader,
Ad fraud isn?t going anywhere. By being proactive, knowing the signs, and adding a layer of
protection, you?ll make it harder for scammers to commit fraud.
We hope our introductory guide was able to help you out. If you have additional questions about
lead generation fraud, check out our article resource page at https://blog.anura.io/blog.
Thanks again for reading,
Rich Kahn, CEO and Co-Founder, Anura.io
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